Glaciation, soil and river studies in the Buttermere valley.

Glaciation and tourist impact studies in the Coniston fells.

Glaciation and river studies around the Northern fells of Blencathra and Glenridding. Woodland and soil studies in the Borrowdale Valley.

Case studies of tourist impact in Keswick. Village studies and the impact of tourism on the landscape in Borrowdale.

Historical geography at Glenridding. Glaciation and river studies around Ullswater.

Coastal erosion and management on the Cumbrian coast as well as sand dune ecology.

Glaciation and river studies in the central fells. Tourism impact studies in Ambleside, Grasmere and Bowness on Windermere.

Limestone scenery and woodland ecology in the Southern Lake District. Urban studies in Kendal. Village studies around Grange over Sands.